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The student newspaper of the College of Wooster

Presidential Security investigates
selection

According

The Presidential Search Committee narrowed the pool of 145 applicants io Ufinalim this past week to
fi3 the position th Henry Gpeland
wm be vacating in June. MarkWa- -son, professor of geology and faculty chair of me Joint Trustee-Facul- ty
Search and SaeenMg
Commit-tee.saidatMoQday'i&cukynie-

eing

to

Keith James, director of security, there
ts
have been three
com-plain-

find this year.
"We are going from

a report that didn't

and

seriousness as any other violation of the code
of social responsibility, ... Harassment is
harassment, and intimidation is intimidation.9'
Carolyn Buxton, associate dean of students
,

.

exist two or three years ago ... to
three complaints filed already mis
year." he said.
Walter Owens, computer repair
networking technician forACS.also
feels mat there is a problem. "It
seems to be getting worse." he said.
Last year be performed only one
Broadcast trace. '
Broadcast is a program which
enables users to send short mes
sages via the network to connected

fyptwrttf hti
brcn ex am inwl through at feast three
ei ten live readings and evarotaions.
"We are very pleased with onr
final set of candidates. Itisadiverse
and very strong group."W3son said.
In reference to whether any candidates were faculty, trustees or administrators at the College, he said,
"There have never been any insiders; We haven't excluded anyone.
' tUt ho c chose to apply." The final 12 candidates will be
interviewed by the Presidential
Search Committee later this month,
who win then narrow the pool to a
n
or so finalists. These
finalists will be the objects of extensive referencing checks, with
15 people per candidate being

ous student organizations. On

contacted, after which point

Wednesday night, Ujamaa and the

r-pvU-

daff

half-doze-

al-m- ost

candiates will be chosen for campus
interviews, to take place in Jan. and
Feb.
Although the exact formal for me
interviews will not be decided until
the end of the month, Wilson said.
The trustees are commited to including additional faculty and students to be involved in the interviews." Earlier this fall, the faculty
had become concerned mat in order
to fwyhitain confidentiality, the
Search Commitee was considering
excluding faculty andstndents from
the interview process in order to
have the broadest pool of candiates
possible. At the August and Sept
faculty meetings, motions were
passedeiicoaragmgthe Search Committee to continue to seek the
please see SEARCH, page 2

Feature
Wonderland
'

However, when asked by security,
he is abte to use "network monitoring software and network knowledge" to track the messages. "The
users think they're anonymous, but
they're really not," he said.
The messages concerned are
mostly "individuals harassing other
individuals or making inappropriate statements mat annoy therccipi- -

they

contact

Owens and ask
him to determine die originator of
the message. Although he cannot
guarantee success in tracking it, if
the network monitoring software is
on when the message was sent, die
log win help Owens find the computer that sent it. "It's really very
easy to track them." he sakL .
From there, Owens locates the
room and the owner of the originating computer, and notifies Security,.
which completes a report and for

taiktt

Behavior. 9

Harassmen

tCoer-cionIntimktationAssa-

uIt,

and 14
Computer Use, according to Buxton.
Harassment complaints are dealt
with seriously, Buxton said. "We
would not hesitate to process something m ourjudicial system. Violating the rights of others is not acceptable in this community."

By MEGHAN FLAHERTY
The African American holiday
Kwanzaa was celebrated this week
through events sponsored by variStudent Government Association
a talk by Simon

co-sponso-

red

SairituW from Kenya.

v

Sakindes

tri

-

I

.

discussed Kwanzaa and cooperative economics.
According to Sakindes, Kwanzaa
was invented in 1965 by Maulana
Karenga. a prof essor of black stud-

ies, who "regarded himself as a cultural nationalist." Kwanzaa was
created in the context of political
movements, Sakindes said. He
stated that for blacks "it wasarise of
a civil rights movement"; they were
"called to take up arms' to fight for
black integration in the U.S."
Kwanzaa helped to establish black
studies movements and other black
movements.
Sakindes then explained that not
only did Kwanzaa can blacks to

arms but it also "asked African

A&E
i

in downtown
Wooster

of their names, there is a feeling of
anonymity, according to Owens.

When security

receives a complaint from a user
who wishes to
pursue the case,

wards it to the Dean of Students'
Office.
Harassment, by Broadcast or any
other means, is a serious offense,
according to Carolyn Buxton, associate dean of students. "The penalthe specific
ties woiiU be
situation." she said. "It would be
ftftmfipA io the same nswfr and
taken with the same seriousness as
any other violation of the code of
social responsibility. Harassment
is harassment, and intimidation is
intimidation." Owens said. "It's
really no differem than aprankcalL"
Sections of the Code of Socn
Responsibility that Broadcast harassment could fan under are sections 1 Expectations for Personal

identity
Kwnzaa
Speaker calls holiday an act of 'remembrance for African Americans'

page 71

Window

Broadcast abuses

ent," James said. "We respond based
on the perception of threat or discomfort on the part of the victim."
He stated that not an complaints are
the computer network program
traced. "Some may just want to
Security
Broadcast have ptomptrd
share it with us."
to enlist the help of
hesaid. "Others
Academic Competwant to pursue it,"
ing Services in track"Broadcast harassment would be handled in he
added.
culprits.
ing down tte
die same manner
taken with (he same

By SUSAN WnTSTOCK

ffrfl
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computer users. The messages are
signed with a computer "handle"
which can be changed, along with
the originating network rone. Because users can use handles instead

By ANDY DUXES

process
continues
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photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

The Lowry Center Art Wall contains displays celebrating Kwanzaa, an African American Holiday.
Kuumba (Creativity) and Imani
(Unity), Kugfchakalia (Self -- deterAmericanstoreryon themselves...
Sakindes said that "what is
(Faith).
niinatkm),Ujinia(CtollectiveWork
the
past"
idealization
of
a kind of
(CooperaThere are seven principles of Responsibility), Ujamaa
..
.
please see KWANZAA, page 2
Kwanzaa. The nrincroles are Umoia tive Economics), Nia (Purpose),

Sports
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Father

Viewpoints
Editorials, cartoons,
columns and letters to
the editor

Christmas
visits
Andrews

library

Scots to host Wittenberg tomorrow

page 4

News Briefs
CAMPUS

Masayuki Onmsfai 96 has been elected president of the International
Student Association. Ohnishi replaces Katie Williams 96, who will be
abroad next semester.

NATIONAL

WASHINGTONtD.C: Charges thslTrnsteecfufcConegeaiid Goodyear
GEO Stanley Gaolt and 35 others donated loo much money to political
cynpi gn and prtic were dkmLaed by the Federal Elections Commis-A
sion earlier this week because the cases were dare fieri as low priority.
private research group reported that Pan It rirnafttl $45300. while the limit
for individuals is S23J0OO.
MALIBU, CA: A wildfire is spreading through the hffls near California's
MaHbo shoreline. The Pacific Coast Highway has been shut down and the
LA. Coonty Fire Department is advising residents to prepare to evacuate.
More than 280 firefighters are working to put oat the blaze that has already
charred 65 acres. Fire fighting aircraft are nsing aerial tankers called
"super scoopers" to damp 1tOO gallon barrels of ocean water on the fire.
WASHINGTON, DjCu President Clinton is offering to send thousands
of combat troops to Bosnia to aid in me evscuarion of U.N. peace keepers.
The UN. hasn't decided yet whether or not to withdraw me peace keepers
from Bosnia, bat if they do, a rescue force of in? to 40 JOOO troops would be
troops would be from the US.
amassed. Orer 20,000 of
PANAMA CITY: Approximately ljOOO Cubans threw stones at US.
aokSers Tfaorsday in a show of frustration at the slow pace of finding the
Cubans permanent homes. The Cubans were temporarily living in two of
refugees. A military spokesman said it's
four camps set up to bouse
the worse outbreak of violence "since Clinton ordered US. warships to
intercept Cuban boat people at sea last summer." The soldiers nsed tear gas
to raeil the attack, but did not fa their gur There were 120 soldiers and
at least three Cubans injured.

800

INTERNATIONAL
THE GAZA STRIP: Yaxir Arafat said Thursday he would do whatever
siege of terror against Israeli troops and
he could to end the
civilians. The US. thinks this may prevent Israel from removing some of
its occupation troops from Palestinian towns in the West Bank. This move,
agreed to by Israel under an agreement signed with Palestine over a year
ago. would pave the way for Palestinian elections that would legitimize
--

two-mon- th

tWrimn
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WASHINGTON, D.C: The United States and 34 other countries will
meet m Miami this weekend with plans to expand the Norm American Pree
Trade Agreement. The plan is to expand the agreement to include virtually
aJ3 countries in the hemisphere within a tin span of lOyears. The difficulty
bes in getting the countries up to the standards required under the terms of
the agreement standards which include basic worker's rights hxe minimum wage, and pnxecticncf the errriro
the US. by opening up new markets in Asia and Latin America.
Campus news brief compiled by ZACHARY VEILLEUX.
National and imernational news briefs compiled by BETH CIHA with
x S
information from Wire Services and The New York Tunes

Police Briefs

Overflow from an Alpha Gamma Phi party resulted in damage to a town
to the
resident's piupcrty Dec 4. The complainant claimed party-goeljmpligfaters Club went into her yard, used her garage as a restroom, and
scratched her car. Police have no leads.
Agrand theft was reportedin Stevenson Hall Monday. A wallet containing
cash and credit cards was stolen from the complamtant's room. The theft
is considered grand theft because me credit cards were stolen.
An assault that reportedly occurred Nov. 22 on 1433 Beall Avenue was
reported to the Wooster Police Department bat Friday. The incident
involved an argument between two students. According to the police
report, curing the argument the female student slapped the male student
after which he broke a window. The female filed a report wtfh campus
security about the window. Neither warns to pursue criminal charges at this
to the Pofice.
time and plan to go to the College judicial system, accord
rs

Search
continued from front page

faculty's input.
Wilson feels the process is operating on schedule. "Apart from the
excitement on campus at the beginning of tins semester the search and
screening process has been relatively
smooth, efficient and prodcutive."
The final candidates were selected
from 145 applications. Wilson ex- -

plained that 750 letters to potential
fyiHiffytf fmA pntril SOUrCCS Of"
nominations were sent in August
and advertisements appeared in the
Chronicle of Higher Education
among other publications.
After the campus interviews, the
Search Committee will make its
recomendarions to the Executive
Committee of the Trustees, who will
make the final decision. -

Kwanzaa

S6A
new
bylaws

underline rich.' This is why he feels
thai seme rxople areso set on searching for their identity. Sakindes believes that the tenns such as "ntinor-ity,- "

continued from front page
special about Kwanzaa is that right
from the start they refused to be a
political movement,., from the start
it was based on cultural ideas." He

By MEREDITH SFUNGIN

The Student Government Association, in a 17--0 vote, decided to
pass bylaws into their constitution
Wednesday. The bylaws, which contain 13 sections, include several
Important roles and procedures on
the structure of senate meetings. The
bylaws also addressed the issue of
attendance.
Creased by the Constitution

Com-mirt- ne,

the objective of the bylaws
was "to give coherent structure to
the meetings," according to senator
Andrew Weaver 97, who
the bylaws.
ReneeGrogg 97,
of the
comminrA saidthatthe bylaws were
nwdffl bff tntfr rb mnfr"t i?"?
ment runs its meetings based on
tradition and that until now there
was no real support for this tradition
in the cort5t it tit iot.
"TThe constitution covers only
the make-u- p of the organization and
nothc the rneetmgs arerun," stated
Grogg. Grogg said that efficiency of
the student government was one of
thekprimary concern and that these
laws addressed that.
One amendment to the bylaws
passed at the meeting changes Section 13 of the proposed bylaws,
which deals wuh approving the bylaws. Tbeamendmenuwhichpassed
unanimously, changes the vote required for approving new bylaws
s.
from one-ha-lf
of the Senate to
co-wro-

te

co-ch-air

two-third-

Section Eight of the proposed bylaws addresses the Student Government Association's recent rash pf.
attendance problems. The new bylaws allow the seriate to oversee arid
review members far admittance, suspension or explosion as granted by a
majority of the membership committee.
Dan Ephraim 93, president of
SO A, voiced concerns over what
role the group's advisor would have
during SGA meetings, "Overall,
the laws are very well directed.
One thing I guess I would like to see
in here is the role of the advisor,"
Ephraim said.

The creators of the bylaws.

continued to say
Kwanzaa's prin
ciples the ideal b
clear -s- elf help."
SaHnrtca stated
that "when I refer
to those principles,
which are supposed

of

to guide African
American's lives
throughout the
year, it comes clear to me that

'I

I

Kwanzaa is about ideuiry more than

it is about race."

litical

Sakindes

--Si-mon

state-

ment." Sakindes
pointed out the
fact that the best way to make another person to become something
else is to take away what they were
and their past. Furthermore, to reclaim identity the people have to
decolor frg their triind arid tntir

Kwanzaa is an act of "remembrance for African Americans ... so
they won't forget, ...Tbey hare a
u;cultural amnfuia, and they have to' society.
from,"""'
came
remember where they
"Kwanzaa as a cultural celebration '
explained Sakindes.
Sakindes also believes that u not enough to really achieve the
Kwanzaa is an act of adaptation. He goal for which it was created. ... It
stated that when people are denied must center on political and ecoeverything political they then turn nomic ideas."
Kwsnzaa week at the College has
to their culture.
SarirKVa then expressed that Tt is been an annual event for the last six
arrmsmg to talk of Arrterican culture yesrs.Sponsonforuusyear'sevents
which is 'I shop therefore I am." included: the Black Forum Com'
He continued to say that he feels that miaee. the Student Activities Board,
Kwanzaa isbeing commndififfd. and the Black Students Association, the
Black Wonten'sOrgatuzsojospelta
that when things are commodified
they lose their docper meaning Phi Alpha, Dene House, Dream
Because of tins ccrnm Wflrariony House, UjamaaHS3rragyjagVT
Kwanzaa is losing its effectiveness. of Harambec.
HrwW feebt that Kwanzaa is
On Monday the Men ofHarambee
getting away from its roots and that sponsored a speech byJames GOlum
"by relating the problems such as about determination and pride. On
unwed mothers ... to race you miss Tuesday, Ujima, the Black Students
the point of solving the problem." Association off ered a free meal that
Sakindes then stated that Kwanzaa was prepared by the students On
points to the problems of political Thursday, the Delta Phi Alpha
-

''to'

--

-

--

pre-sentedapo-

identity as the cause for un wed

not necessarily related to day today r i
.yriy-- j
txLt&i iztAd
struggles."
continued
to&lscuesihe
Sak&def
search for Identity and rustory.-Hsrsaid that "the history of the US. has- been told by rich white males
H

and the Black Women's Association will present a play tonight at
TfltkM80ff,lfce

wer;-imftiiana-

U

theBlacfciEenaniaw isSfcacpfegbd
Kafamo feast anflfteaTiBnu t& g
see the Detroit Get .Down Uzuri '
NgomaDarjcers tomorrow.

SGA ANNOUNCEMENT
If you will be off campus Spring semester of 1995 and
wish to run for an elected position on SGA Cabinet or Campus
Council for tbe 1995-9- 6 academic year, please contact
Dan Ephraim (x 3029) or James Hervey (x 3165) by
Tuesday, Dec 13, 1994.

amt

of?
The SOA Car'
President
VP. for Student Affairs
V J, for Academic Affairs
Director of Public Relations
Treasurer
Director of Special Projects

of an amendment to be drawn op at
a later time.
Intimately, the bylaws were put

Secretary
Thff

nvwilsMe for

Four

At-lar- ge

etry

reading and Kuumba

moth-er- s.

According to Sakindes.
"Kwanzaa is there for itself it is

Weaver andTodd Lewis 97, promised that there would be some mention of the advisor's role in the form

toward to kgnjfnire basic practices
such as the use of Robert's rules,
nsed for parliamentary procedure
and the form of Senate meetings.
Out of the 21 voting members, 18
voted to allow such bylaws, with
one vote by proxy. Three members

"majority" and "ethnical" are
very confusing. "Those labels are
that "in those very misleading," be said.
Sakindes then
asked the ques"17 is amusing to talk tion, "What is h
to be an AmeriAmerican culture
can?" Sakindes
shop
which is
believes that "it
is basically a potherefore am."'

ftrnpn
seats

fYwmHI

rt:
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Council seeks to revise charter process Spring semester schedule
to include advising day

By ZACHARY VEJXLEUX
Members

GLC Organizations that are not Sarah Fuller
fully developed could apply for a committee.

of Campus Council

transitional status that would allow them use of
College facilities and the right to
apply for funding from SGA or
WVN.
The major benefit of the new system would be a master list of legiti-ma- te
organiza-

dis-

two-year-maxim-

cussed revising toe chartering process for campus organisations at
their .meeting Tuesday. Although
no vote was made, a motion was
passed to table the debate until Jan.
17, at which time additional opinions could be sought
As currently proposed, the new

Copeland expressed concerns
about the new system. T think you
need a cleaner document,' be said,
stressing that the current proposal
mightbe confusing. Copeland cited
legal concerns as a factor fa his
skepticism and noted that mis system may make it tooeasyfor agroup
of students to become a legitimate
organization.
He said he worried abouta discriminatory group that might try to exploit the CoOege.
James Hartman, faculty representative to Council, asked about why
only WVN and GLC ttave the right

um

QUege-sanction-

ed

tions that could could use the
chartering system would divide orCollege's name and facilities and
ganizations into three categories,
apply for funding. This list could be
chartered, recognized and transi-tiona-L forwarded to the faHfttifVrrhfdTil-in- g
office and other offices who
There would be no change to
chartered ctgaizations. A recogcould enforce the policies. Though
nized organization. Calling under the there is currently a rule that an orgapurview of either the Wooster Volnization cannot use facilities or ap- unteer Network or the Greek Life ply for funding without a charter
Committee, would be officially
through Campus Council, it is not
Council and, would. . enforced.. Enforcing the rule with--.
new system'
oufj rnplementmg
benefits, but would still be respond wqijuacsHU m many gromizancp. (

College-sanction-

--

rec-ognized-

,,

irwhiding Xubsai5ectibnsand'
many volunteer organizations and
program reuses from being denied
the right to U9e the College'sfacilites
and the College's name.
"Right now the system is broken.
And weneed to fix ... This seems

.

WVNandGLC would implement
their own procedures for acknowledging these organizations, and
Council would recognize their rights
for funding and benefits based on
the recommendations of WVNand

Contrary to tradition, classes will
begin and end on a Wednesday next
semester, in order to accommodate
an experimental "advising day" to
take place on Wednesday, Feb. 22.
Semesterll classes win commence
on Wednesday, Jan. ll.and will end
Wednesday, May 3. Residence halls
will open 9 un. on Monday. Jan. 9.

ed

it

to be the best way to fix it," said

post-graduati- on

together. Presently, workshops and

meetings with departments are

According to Dean of Faculty

Council's Nov. IS meeting by the

Susan Figge, the advising day, during which classes will be canceled,
prompted the change in schedule.
The main reason for the schedule
change) is to make it possible to
have an equal number of days in
each day of the week for semester
U," she said. The semester will still
of the equivalent of 14 weeks.

charter committee but Council members continued to debate the charter-in- g
revisions at Tuesday's meeting.
President Henry Copeland and Jeff
Hoemer, adminstratinve intern for
student organizations and activities
joined Council for the discussion.

This arrangement will allow all
classes to have an equal number of
class days, as well as making sure
the sciences win have a full complement of labs, she added.
The purpose of the advising day,
according to Figge, is "to give stu- -

un-derth-

dents extra opportunities to think
about academic options," such as
choosing their major or looking into
plans. The full
schedule for the day has not been put

By ANDY DUKER

to have recognized organizations
He felt clearer guidelines
were needed for detennining which
organizations have these rights.
: The issue was first brought up at

by.

ntjr95gaisaoot.
.

chttfiMT jd under,

.chair of the charier

em.

--

asist

planned. A workshop on the GREii
possible, as are meetings with advisors, according to Figge.
The advising day concept was first
discussed by the Education Policy
Committee fate spring semester of
the 1992-9- 3 academic year, during
which the committee planned the
1994-9- 3
academic calendar, Figge
said. The day is not in the 1995-9- 6
calendar.
The schedule change will also affect the end of class, exam and reading day dates. Classes will end
Wednesday, May 3. Reading days
will be May 4 and 5. Saturday, May
6 will be the first day of exams.
Sunday, May 7 will be a reading
day, and exams will continue on
Commencement win
May
take place on Monday, May IS.
8-1- 0.

Williams documents importance of Jeanes Project SGA elects
Projectmvestigated black education in rural South of early 1900s
Penrod to
Council
st;w 53tK
--

VSSSSSSSSttSSSf Ee.TtfTJ.o-j'- - J? about; educational tcchnkmcs and

views with four women, nowin thenr
80s and 90s, who had worked as
At a time when Americans are : often lacked even the most basic Jeanes supervisors. Williams described their experience as similar
confrontingissnracfschooliefouu, ' :. support for their efforts" f - Williams became interested in to that of contemporary county co- a College political science profesoperative extension agents. '"
sor has focused her research on a dccunicntingtheworkoftheJeanes
' groimof African-AmericWilliamssakl,Tneirexperiences
women supervisora after
written ran the gamut of just about every-thin- g
whose contributions to educational
that could be done, to help,?
f' reform in the segregationist South: about the project in 1948-- Wright
- has been fbrgonea by inarm :V;.
these very ; poorly equipped and .
wasaJeanesworkafbrseveralyears
i xvuane vciuiwis, jxweasor,
inu ncc uaugum,. staffedrnral schools. Themamthr
in
- political science and black studies, : ; Josephine Wright, currently is a
was to help the teacher's improve
theirteachirgabnirifThesepeopte
Woosjer'a
imnsfcjmd
,
on
has begun prcEminary work tbef member of
.
I
a
prograrrt
acuity.
studies
waich
black
acaas warn
hwiu t.wt.- rfi snowcu
JearProkct-bad never fcesrdoC the Jeanes denesou could giveuchildren
,JjefaiawitiiadiD?5cdc
J

encouragement to the teachers, who

:

-

--

.

.

readingEvaGarri-sonWright'smaster'stbe-

an

sis

;--

.

.

'-

w

j

"

M

-

w

1

A

gifiioor.F1adeT0te

--

.;

--

srjfi

in rsnrr; me innta srn - rrtcoer s researcn wun me, saaa xMoom,. saw. wiuiams. -a
ported teacher ndning and snp:rwi8iams.'TO
was amazed at workers often completed their mis-- :
pttt progrffla,foc.pcr a
gated rural school districts m the whatIfaundabott
southern
country nwas
i Tt participants in the Jeanes 1 got even more cxcitcq ana oecKieo ana
Projecttriedtodo what we're trying tbatlwantedtohear about the Jeanes each day to reach the widely sepa- rated schools.
to do today align the classroom workers' experiences first hamL".
TJesrtheniemcriesofthehard-shrps,theJeanessupervisonIspo' Once she completed preliminary
eoicationwiapraaicalapplktions
part
Williams
a
spent
of
in the lives of the children and their research,
parents,"said Williams. TheJeanes her research leave during the 1993-9- 4 with would just light up at die very
mention of the Jeanes Project," said
academic year in Montgomery,
worken would go from black school
Alawttere she taped lerigthy inter- - Williams. "They know that they
to black school offering instruction
Jeanes.'

-

M

M.

s?sjr;

lu-nuuruju- nea
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Flowers &
Gifts

149 N. Grant St.
Woocter

r:.Tour

all-occasi-

on

.-

016)

264-S65- 4

(800)7268634

Real 3ooke
Real People
MorwUy-SrtunU-

V3-- 9

iy

Sunday

1- -5

10 snub iiacouM tivH on
retulor priced iumsptclud up or
delitrtd inWoosur.
W wirtflowrt all over th world,
major cradit cards accepted.

TTicVbostcr Book Company
...when wuxds and imaginations meet
205" Wet Uberty &t, Wtxtr. Ohio
(216)262-165-

3

:

'ic'

k
I

House B&B

4

1473 Bean Ave.

Wooster.OH
992-064-

Matsos

Famity Restaurant
154 W. Liberty

3

The only place in all galaxies
to get a spaghetti pixxa.
Authentic Greek food. Gourmet
pizza, delicious desserts. 10
discount for students
--

Visit the Historic Ovcrholt House
Bed and Breakfast decorated for
Christmas.

By MEREDITH SPUNGIN

The Student Government Association elected Steve Penrod '97 to
Campus Council as a member-at- -.
large. Penrod will take the place of
Alison Alexander 96, who has resigned in order to go overseas next
semester. The SGA, which has the '
power to either vote fa a new memelection.
ber or holdacamtms-wid-e
:

-

voutoelectamemberthemselves,
"
"'
according to tot Scots Key. '
"Alexander's job; according to

Council representative Cameron
Flint 97, is a challenging and
Flint mentioned that
one of the toughest positions of the
job is Alexander's membership to
the Judiciary committor, the comin-timidatin-

mittee that oversees the strocture

gone.

of

Wooster's judicial branch.
There were three nominations.
Penrod, who was nominatedbyTodd
Lewis '97, and Mackie Feierstein
'97 and Aaron Rupert '98, who were
self-nominat-ed.

r v w uuik

(800)

floriM.

-

contributed to people's lives. They
are people who didn't ask for or
expect personal rewards from what
they did. They saw a service that
needed to be done their basic instinct was to help the children and
makekbettffforthem.Tbey weren't
afraid to face the challenge."
Once the audio tapes are transcribed and the research phase of
her work is ccirmtete, Williams alio
hopes to writeajournalarticle about
the Projeaand the people who made
V!rC'it a success.
rwhat inspires me is that I'd like
product to be a trihtie to
these women ' who. contributed ' so'
improving,
much of their lives
conditions for these children," said
Williams. "So intkb of what' they ,
accomplished lm not been iricluded
m the mainstream 'nistorical
counts. Jts men personal accoums
that give you the flavor of what the
children, and their teachers, were up
against. ... I dunk uixierstanding
what they contributed topublicedu-catio- n
can help us to unlock some of
the secrets of our cultural heritage."
.

--

"I saw another opportunity to
make a difference on campus and I
was honored that SGA entrusted me
with this position," Penrod said.
"I am fully aware that it win be
difficult to hold an opinion and I
will attempt to strongly represent
the opinions of this campus," continued Penrod.
Currently, there are three members of SGA on Campus Council;
Penrod will be the fourth.
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Phone complaints important

Sick sod tired of bearing your paresis and friends complain thai they
can't ret a bold of you because the phone system is"busy"? Wbatabout
those beeping aoonds when trying to make offampus calls? You're not
alone. One hundred and fifteen Undents have recently signed a petition
organized by the Student Government Association requesting the College
to restructure its phone system.
Jt b time that the College listens to students requests s do something
about the phone lines. Not only is it annoying, it is also dangerous that
might ant be able to reach a stndent in an emergency.
someone
Recognizing that me alternatives of implementing a new system and
installing yHiTinmi phone lines are rather costly, the College should at
least notify the parents that k is possible to rescn their dujdren through the
College operator even when the phone system is busy, ine voice also
commends the SGA for taking the initiative in solving one of the problems
mat concerns many students.
off-camp- us

V

Advising day upsets schedules

1

--:

TV trVrf"- - ft ttv. teand semester has beta thrown into disarray as a
result of an "advising day," which is expected to give students extra
- ThedjyiiMfrrprrinirriLaDd
hopefully, will remain as such. The concept is a weak one and, as of yet,
it seems onorganized. Plans include workshops or ineetings wuh departments, but nothing concrete has been finalized, . The day has also upset

xT''"H"fTltinM-

1.

fTamtrhfiW.ttfa"OTraSft1iat"rfCT'

Jewish students and faculty see as a problem, since Saturday is the Jewish
sabbath. Exams ending on Wednesday will also force graduating aqniors
to remain on campus for four days instead of two in order to attend
commencement on Monday. The attempt by the College to provide
but perhaps other alternatives that
advising information is
, ,-.
would not be so upsetting to schedules could be examined.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and mot necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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It is not with the Bibhcal technicalities of Mr. Cisingers letter that
I have a problem, but rather with his
interpretatioBS, specifically, his
statement thatTiornosexualiry.as a
sin, must be wiped out," for in my
eyes, and in those of millions of
others. HOMOSEXUALITY IS
NOT A SIN. The Bible tells its
readers to love others, be kind to
others, and to have respect for die
Earth and the entity which created
it. to wbM way Axs homosexuality
go against any of this? It does not.
Mr. Gisinger's stance is not a tetany radical coe have beard with
my own ean people say thatall gays
and lesbians should be shipped off
to an island. However, I resent his
rnnao

VUkVOmJ

i

;

deep-aeede- d.

ToddUwia
AaUey VaMkc

CM

on gays

- IwouldliketorespondmMicfcael
Oisingers letter (Dec.?). The topic
he raises, the role of homoanrnality
in the Bible and in Christianity, is
not one mat could be resolved by a
few letters; people's views on such
Noneissues tend tobe
theless, I shall challenge his argument, for I believe that to let his
comments lie undisputed would be
a great disservice to all gay people
and to those wbosuppartfteirrights.
I do notpretend to have a working
knowledge of me Bible, nordo I feel
that a battle of quotations would be
particularly productive. Isolated
quotations can be manipulated to
ntean almost anything. The Bible is
a book, dote to 2JD00 years old, and
has been interpreted in countless
ways. Enonha been introduced

1S13

Am

...

-"-

Voice
The Wooster
Established
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Open mind
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Letters

implications that gay people can this semester. I regret mat I will be
somehow be converted to being unable to work next semester with
straight. Tins sirnprycannotbe done. this wonderful group. I hope that I
In wffitino, tiwii ii no need for him, have represented Wooster students
or any other person, to pity gay in the best form possible and will
people Jar their lifestyle, Whether receive your support as I run for an
or not one belies bompsexualify 'SGAOuppsit$on.t
to boa choice, gays arc, Blunder wtffrWkemtmtuWors'
; any sort of mentally impaired state,
but I fed It fa wormlhe eifort.1
and should only be given the guidance of Christianity if they seek it. would love to return to Wooster as a
representative of this canipos. ready
. To proclaim an nltimaro truth on
soch a complex issue is a dangerous to continue the successes from this
act. I would encourage him, and current semester, and work in new
others, not to rest comfortably on directions for the new year.'
Iagam thank everyone for their
passages from a book written so
inpittBggtfV)nliandfritHiT,nT
long ago, by dozens of individuals,
so open to interpretation. Instead, year and hope to serve yon again in
take Biblical teachings according to the future.
the context fa which they were written, which was in a culture totally Jt , ANDREW W. WEAVER 7
separate from our own. Nothing is
ever black and white, Mr. Gisinger,
:irxrr.i in jrin
and simple condemnation of --- it
lifestyles and belief systems other
than your own is something an open
minded individual would never do.

nappe

JILL GREGORY 95

ath

This should not happen.- Out of
five pairs of shoes I have, two of
them now have dog crap on the
bottom of them. I like dogs Just as
much as anyone, but if I see another
dog unattended around campus, rm
going to think about slaying it. lam
sick of people taking their dogs out
wherever they watt to cm campus
and letting them crap all over the
place without cleaning it up. People
are going to have to be more responsible widi their pets and more
of other people. :No one try
to tell me to be more careful where
I step, either; Tm careful already,
yet it stm happens, rm just glad I
don't go around barefoot like my
-

F-tlglf-

Senator

thanks all"
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the campus community for their support during my
Senate. As
a Sophomore Senator, I have tried
mis year to represent my classmates
and to work for changes on and for
this campus.
'
However, next semester I will be
studying at the University of Aberdeen, Scotland; I plan on morning
next fall to Wooster. Therefore, I
am resigning from SGAat theend of
ser-vicemtheWcoste-

rSGA

re-spec-

tful

roooi nutftt
CHRIS SANYK 97
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Arguments from the musty closets of religion
In his letter to the Voice Dec 2,

Michael Gisinger generously offers
os an unremartably superficial

ac-cou- nt

of the
sinfulness of

KokKianGoh

homosexuality
according to the Bible. Mr. Gisinger
chose not to go beyond this
boond-ary.imothenon-Bible-believin-

grest

of the world and he, not merely
because of that, raOs to be convincing.
The inherent falacy involved in
citing a text of religion in any sort of
moral argument is obvious. The
scope of morals is immense, coverte
ing the entire hurnan populace.
morals must, by definition,
be absolute for all. By obstinately
Ab-sohx-

Letters
TP

pressed m "Socialism fooirfobjec
tk3nsiJe"Dec.2. We disagree on
two potntst its complete nusrepre--.
sentationof the political trsdUionof

.

'fen

Of course, be would then goback to
the Koran, the likes of which Mr.
Gisinger, whom I assum is a good
Christian,just cannot, must not, accept. This, if nothing else, illustrates
the futility of forming moral argu-

storybook,

homopbobes of Mr. Gisinger'skind
have quite effectively undermined
their stand for a great many of os
foolhardy
Just like
sex for (God forbid) me pleasure of
it, homosexuality risks becomeinga
trivial violation of a certain law- for the most part, an inapplicable
law at that.
non-believe- rs.

ments from such texts, and likewise,

of imposing them onto others.
So why did Mr. Gisinger not attempt to stray from the Bible, if
doing so might at least salvage his
position? The reason is probably-andt- his
is precisely why no one else
has come oat from behind theirholy
literature that mere isn't one to be
found. There is not one
gjous reason why an existence of

Trust one as helpful as Mr.
Gisinger to provide no reasonable
excuse entirely for all those other

hotiwphofricpcopte. I4fceany fond
Muslim, who would protest indig-

nantly at the Bible's portrayal of
Christ as the son of God, no good
Muslim would accept the Bible's

non-reh-

socfa

Ia Ulii'w'Wwtil.

AflVflTIri riniTaiitrri

V

inherent IukihIcssdcss

ss

homosexnaifybwrong.(Letusstay

ng

agrees wholeheartedly that homosexuals themselves shouldn't all be
shot. While granting Mr. Gisinger
accolades for this cipinion, it seems
wise topoint out that not everyone is
ready to forsake the violence.
Whfle we perhaps do not all agree
on the issues of God's race, sex,
sexual orientation eta, at least we
might agree that this God is one of
love, kindness and forgiveness. For
any one of the few passages in the
Bible which might be taken to con-dehomosexuality, there are doz-emore which advocate this love
and kindness, and which seem to be
hr-- 9.
more worftv of 1

with 'wrong' and leave behind the
ambivalence of 'sin'.) Many have
tried, especially by denouncing as
perverted the acts of homosexuality, which, apparently, can lead to
all sorts of unforturgoe predicaments.
A more recent example of this is the
depiction of AIDS as a gay diseaseeven here religion comes
AIDS as a
punishment? Oh, God of Kindness,
where art Thou? AIDS is still nothto
ing rnorettian an ilarh4he-fac- e
a-pry-ing:

God-wroug-

ht

mn

ns

An unforgivable result of all this
is the ham and violence which stems
from such a skewed belief. Mr.
Gisinger would like that homosexB-alit- y,
"as a sin," be wiped out, but

KokKianCohis an editorial

of serious attention

roos

;

"T
W(l

tive perception of the chapel has
viable alternatives. Acoustically,
from class to class and it is
passed
areas
many
McGaw
in
there are
probatory the mostrated building on
where bearingaspeskaor performing group range from difficult to campus. With such negative stunearly impossible. The small army dent opinion for so many years, it
ipczxlirig Pat oeadm migra
of bbta tsA can st catch water
tion has not yet
rusty,
leaky,
from
found a positive
holes in the ceil-Lest year whin bands ,,. solution ' for
' ing are neither nv
.McGaw. 1 am
viting nor accept- played on the top
beginning to
able. Vision at McGaw the structure
wonder how safe
' these events can
it is to sit down
only ' - wonder the building shook as
"
about the present students jumped up end during an event

of

--

i

Lewis defines socialism as
of the econocic affairs of n
nation to aselectruling eGte." Therefore sodalismDaairsJydeterioraies
into the absolute ascendency of a
hegemonic political class."
Although we praise Lewis' vocabulary, his definition is simply
incorrect. tt is based m the percep-tio- n
that Marxism mparctice equals
Stalinist Russia. To make mis large
Anti-smoke- rs
generalization Lewis ignores the
entire history of ate socialist moveIfcis obe'of theiniany odd peculiarhiescf omtinematatusametime
ment. He ignores thejentke life
we,
as a nation, can be so judgemental while simultaneously cclemning
mat
which
Marx
illustrates
work of
socialism is the democratic control judgements by others corxrning people's "private lives." While it is an
of society by the vast majority of imposition for the government to interfere in our bedrooms or for anyone
society, the working class.
to pass judgement on our private lives, we daily pass judgement, whether
is
contention
point
it be condescending snickering at abstinence or the sanctimonkuscondem- second
of
Our
nation of promiscuity, on the sexual activities of others.
Lewis' claim that the ISO is spreadsuburbanite drug users
While trendy,
ing "untruths about the present state TnHrf
iwatcwB
legitimately impose
can
society
notion
that
scoff at the
of Arnerican society." For Lewis,
this same group
behaviour,
un"private''
their
limitations
on
brought
U.S. capitalism "has
of people (or a distinct sub-s-et of the same group) makes a great show of
precedented riches, political freecoughing as if on the verge of death upon passing within 100 feet of a
dom, learning, toleration of diversity and material amelioration.1' We cigarette (or. heaven forbid, a cigar!).
Of course, hypocrisy is MXhing new on the American scene; if anything,
ask what fantasy world does Lewis
is
a reassuring sign of the historical continuity of national spirit that we
it
in?
live
Socialism is notabout some elite's could be so straightforwardly hypocritical with a straight face. It reminds
us of how much we have in common with generations of Americans not
control: it is abotttbmkhng a society
only past, but future as welL Nonetheless, hypocrisy is hypocritical, and
where people are treated as humans.
whatever reassurance we draw from it must be tempered with the recognition of the need to resolve its (xxitradictions.
IAN BURNS
Which one isit? Whenever "private lives" have broad effects on the life
KAREN TAYLOR, PROFESSOR
OF HISTORY of society (as they usually do), then the question invariably arrises, what is
KAREN ZIMMER 97 the legitimate extent of and limitation on the coercive power of others?
DELBURT HIGGINS 95 When can I get angry at the nasty stares from acioss the room upon lighting
DUSAN SAVOVIC 97 up, and when can I strike back, knowing I am in the right?
The example of smoking is probably the most straightforward case study
CATHERINE TADROS 95
NEELABJA CHOWDHURY 96 of the matter. It is originally (if no longer uniquely) a strictly American
nen-tmsd-

--

tours for prospective students. Only
do prospective
later, as
snidenrs discover the blue trash cans
and holes in the ceiling, ..
other holdings on campus are in
' The administration and board of
need of renovation. McGaw epito-mix- es
trustees
need to recognize me vast
oar fundamental need fores
flaws m McGaw and act
structural
adequate and well maintained large
The original atchitec-tur-al
accordingly.
new
building.
Indeed,
the
capacity
McGaw were not
plans
for
: . - Wooster ; High
.
because doing so
properly
followed
School has a more
wouU have causedarnjbor geologiPea
vadeagatB andih
cal disaster and put Kaukem jeoprinm facility than
ardy. Wooster. during the last five
our College. Considering the
years, lisa done soom major
worldly functions the chapel bolitt.
There
as
the
such
get
down. ..trying to
seminar events; religious sereyesores, however,
sun
many
foare
'George
Wd
Qrcbes-tra.College.
it
the
of
vices; end The Cleveland
McGaw to collapse
rum given the which are the sources of negative
Last year when
seems only logical to maintain
no
to
avail
but
structural opinion about the college in the nt
large
on
a decent level of balding mainte- bands played
body and general public. It is
cracks visible in
nance. Wooster invites guests to thetonofMcGaw
Wooster to repair or replace
embarfor
time
the
Imagine
McGaw.
perform in what has become Ohio's Chapel the actual structure of the side
chapel
commat was an architectural
a
Wooster
the
by
felt
rassment
jumped
building shook as students
largest cinder block basement.
the very day it was
from
was
mistake
ts
speaker
forum
munity
a
if
ceiling.
on
the
down
up
was
and
White the building ofMcGaw
ceilbuilt
participating in the jumping" blindsided by a large chunk of
generous and well meaning, a seBen WolsU is an editorial writer
vere renovation or the building of a group were trying to get McGaw to ing. College guides are told to shy
away from McGaw as they give
new chapel seem to be the only two collapse but to no avail The nega
for the Voice.
embntrass-ment,WluTeIrealizeihatnunx-

conceptions snrrooncnrig tae lerm
socialism which Todd Lewis ex-

TT

a

v Jbe conditioned McGaw Chapel
has reached the point of

' The Wooster Branch of Cster-national Socialist orgnmjtton

'.

at

McGarw" in need

Sdciali
reopona
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grasping

first-year- s,
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bmld-mgrenovaoinrtartrtiri-

ona.

stu-de-

Stn-den-

need lesson in diligence

iniT

over-priveleg-

ed.

affair, and it is in the news, as always. I am a smoker. I started with stogies
(Macanudo's and Dunhill Monte Cruz's, especially, although my favorite
is the Romeo y Julieta Churchill, manufactured in Havana) and moved on
to clove cigarettes. I enjoy both, and have firmly rationalized their use on
the grounds that I am an irrational person who will sacrifice long-tergratification.
interests for the sake of short-terBefore my demise into smoker dom, I was a staunch
advocate. I could and would sneer and snarl with the best of them upon the
occassion that one would light up in my proximity. I
badgered my father for years to stop (which, thankfully, be did two years
ago.)
Hypocrisy be damned;, smoking is stupid. All of the arguments which I
fervor are still as valid
put forth during my previous years of
(Dennis Leary notes
life.
your
off
years
of
ten
take
will
Smoking
ever.
as
"Yeah! The ten worst years of my life! You can have 'em! ".but I digress.)
Why. you may ask. do I smoke?
Because I'm stupid. We all, even the best of us, are prone to make
irrational judgements beyond the reach of reasoned argument. Does this
make the arguments any less true? No. only less effectual.
The answer to irrationality is, as any good parent can tell you, coercion.
So all of you out there who give me and other smokers nasty looks, keep up
the good work. If your love interest smokes, mock, scold and condescend
to your heart's content. Cough your lungs off in a fit of patronizing frenzy.
In fact, some of you have been letting up recently. Shame on you. Lassitude
is no excuse for neglect in matters of life and death.
Todd Lewis is Viewpoints Editor for the Voice.
m

m

anti-smoki- ng

not-so-infrequ-

ent

anti-smoki- ng
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Men of Harambee sponsor speakers, programs

Group provides positive canipus environment and basis for growth
By RACHEL POPE
The Men of Harambee have a lot
to say. and they've done quite a bit
at the College that deserves die notice of their fellow undents. Asa
force on campus working to foster
individual pride and brotherhood,
Harambee sponsors various programs to achieve these goals.
Recently, the group brought James
OiTfam, a computer specialist, to
campos. GiHmn spoke on the prin-

ciple of Kugichakalia. which is

The
Swahili for
topic is largely reflective of the subject ofother orators Harambee hires
self-determinati-

on.

and brings to Wooster. who
cally speak on self esteem, self
awareness, self motivation and self
typi-

determination.
Kate House is the home for Men
of Harambee.
James Weaver 95, the president
of Harambee, said the ptogram "camake
ters toward helping fir
the transition from a usually predominantly black community to a
."
predominantly white college
st-ye- ars

cam-pus-

this mono when he spoke about his
experience with Harambee. He said.
"The Men of Harambee provide a
base for other relationships on the
campus."
Andre Parker 97, vice president
of Harambee and president of the
Black Student Association, also emphasized how the Harambee tradition of building together affected
him. "Since I've been here, growth
has always been stressed: growth in
personal relations, and in knowledge of other cultures," he said.
This motto is visually represented
by Harambee every Tuesday, which
is the Organization Esteem Day.
This is the day when members dress
up in suits and spend lunch and
dinner together discussing their individual lives and providing sup-

port for each other.
Parker supplemented this, saying.
"Harambee is essentially a support
system."
Harambee strives, both collectively and individually, toward a set
of pillars which are represented by
each letter in its name:
"H" stands for Honor
"A" for
"R" for Respect
"A" for Achiever
"M" for Motivator
"B" for Believer
"E" for Excellence

He added. We try to make
politically, academically and
socially aware."
Harambee was founded in 1968
first-yea- rs

Afro-Centrid-

as a brotherhood.

The word
"Harambee" in Swamli means "We
build together." Weaver supported

moted. The group participated with

several other clubs in Diversity

Week. They had a barbecue with
the Betas, and are currently plan-nin- g
a picnic with another program
house.
One of the objectives ofHarambee
is to give the students of Wooster a

i

better understanding of black students at the College, because, as
Weaver says, "The better we understand each other, the better we'D get
along."
All of Harambee's activities are
opened to the public, including the
Big Brother program operated by

r

the group.

photo by BRITTANY BULLARD

The Mea of Haraaibee, who Bre ia Kate Hoase, sponsor prograau
and speakers oa cam pas hi aa attempt to proaaote both self esteem
aad group Ideatity for Its saeaabcrs. Members say they appreciate
the sapport the groap fosters ia Its members. Harambee is also
iavotved with off--cant pas programs, such as a Big Brother program
which sponsors roar clestteatary-achooi-age- d
caOdrca.

ty

-

"E" for Eternal.
Harambee also promotes diversity. Members come from a variety
of economic, religious and family

,

..

f
backgrounds.
Emphasis on diversity outside of
Harambee is just as important as
diversity within, Interaction with
other organizations is heavily pro
.

,

Parker emphasized be need'for
role models. .'Harambee sponsors
four kids, three boys and one ghi,
who are between fourth and sixth
grade. Each member takes a day out
of the week to spend 90 minutes
with the students.
On weekends, the members "try
to enrich them culturally. We invite
them to bear our speakers, to sporting events and recreational activities," according to Weaver.
These varied activities create a
tight community trying to foster the
best individuals possible.' If yon are--'

interestedffiHarCTEm!A4W

any other aspect of the Men of
Harambee, feel free to get in touch
with Andre Parker or stop by Kate
House.

Thrifty eating societies provided dinner entertainment
By AARON SKRYPSKJ
Tuition. Financial aid. College
loans. Buls. These words have two
things ia common to the ordinary
college student They have been
beard and worried about. With the
cost of tuition rising, many students
simply can't afford to attend the

school they wish. We here at
Wooster are lucky, and I hope we
never forget that.
But. was Wooster always this
way? Was it always considered to
be a bit "pricey"? Well, the answer
is yes and no. It all depends on your
point of view.
Back in 1873, attendance at
Wooster cost around $37 a semester, not counting food. Tuition was
$15 each semester and "incidentals" cost $5 a year. What is an

incidental? Hmm ...
Regardless, a room cost one dollar per week. For this dollar, the
student got a bed, desk, bookcase,
four chairs, a stove and someone to
clean the room. The occupants had
to buy all of their own wood or coal
fnCrfllCiVeS.

Of course, each room was a comfortably in Wooster for under the fr""fKi of "eating societies."
double, but even so, for a dollar a $300 per year. If you spent that
Groups of students who lived in
week this seems like a pretty good
much, you were considered quite the same house, or at least neareach
deaL Although having to buy your affluent. Sorne seniors spentasmuch other, would organize "eating
own heating source would sure put as $350, but that was very rare. For
your priorities
The two primary
m order. It s
eating societies in
one thing not
the early 1870s were
A room cost one
week.
this
aoci-eties"moroertopooltheirieso-

urces.

have

to

enough
money for

it's
other thing
entirely to
pizza;

an-

have no beat.
Some of the

students

opted to board in homes off campus.
This usually cost $2 to $3 per week,
but wood or coal was included. Reportedly, Spink Street was the best
place to board, yet Beall Avenue
was the "pleasantest, tidiest, most
home-listreet m town."
The "Barracks" was the name of a
boarding house on Beaver Street,
and it was this house that would start
one of Wooster's first clubs. That
wfll come a little later.
AU in all, a student could live very
ke

dollar per

For

dollar, the student got a bed, desk, bookcase, four
chairs, a stove and someone to clean the room.
The occupants had to buy all of their own wood
or coal themselves. Of course each room was a
double, but even so, for a dollar a week this
seems like a pretty good deaL
those of us who have 67 cents in our
checking accounts, $300 is a lot of
money. But. if you compare that
with $21,000, even taking inflation
into account, it isn't all that bad,
believe me.
You may have noticed that food
service was not listed in the institutional tally. Remember that these

were the days before Lowry,
broc21im the pasta bar and Mexican month. Students had to secure
their own food, and this resulted in

the "bone pickers,"

or "Epicureans,"
and the "Apple

But-terClu-

b-

The "Apple Butter Club" is the best
example of an eat
ing society. Astu-dent manager was
chosen, having met various criteria.
He had to be able to properly cut up
a quarter beef or a dressed hog, and
then salt it so it would keep. He had
to organize the purchase of vegetables they came into season and
buy other supplies wholesale. He
then had to compile all the tallies
into a monthly account. Once he
had done this, he was finally allowed to eat.
Bills were rendered every two

u

weeks, and each patron was expected

to pay promptly. For around two
dollars, the men got all, their meals.
prepared byacpoMervedmpleas- "
1
ant surroundings,
The manager was paid 10 cents 'a
week by each member, but the
amount he received could never be
greater than the total cost of his
board. The dub employed a woman
to cook their meals, and she received 70 cents a week from each
student.

"Wooster of the Middle West"
notes, "There was abundant food,
weU cooked, wen varied and served
in good taste." However, tbe"Apple
Butter Club" would soon lose its
prominence. Boarding bouses
sprung up on the west side of town,
which offered clubs that provided
better meals, with "broiled beef and
barely soup." Students who could
afford it chose to eat there, "seeking
greener pastures."
Treating societies were also the
primary form of student entertainment in those days. When one dining club would host another to
din-plea-

se

see COSTS, page 7

Winter is coming ...
really, it is!
con-traba-

nd

brings you a public service message. You see. it seems mat Winter
Safety Awareness Week was Nov.
3, but quite frankly , we just
didn't see the point in saying anything at the time. The weather felt
like spring: all mat was missing were
27-D- ec

the buds.

But now, we want to make extra
sure that everyone remembers how
to act when it's actually cold outside: some of yonare going toplaces
where snow is more than a distant
memory, and we'd like an of you to

If you must spend time in winter
weather. Dr. Peter Somani. Ohio's
state health director, says that you
should keep your skin out of the
wind with loose, layered, windproof
clothing. This approach allows
blood to reach the extremities, and
restricted circulation is one of the
causes of frostbite, or the freezing
of skin and tissues. There are three
degrees

of frostbite

frostnip,

su-

perficial frostbite and deep frostbite and it usually affects such areas as the nose, fingers and toes.
If yourskm gets frostn you can

CAR RENTAL
CHICK OUT OUR
CHAMPIONSHIP SERVICE

VOOSTER

,4535 Cleveland
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100-tolQS-degree-Fabre-

nheit

well-meani-ng

faster for those of us who will bead
areas this vacainto already-snow- y
among
you
are
that group,
If
tion.
take this to heart: the next time your
parents ask you to shovel the driveway, remind mem how frightfully
dangerous being outside in the cold
can be, and maybe theyH lighten up
and let you off the hook.
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You never thought that this would
be the Christmas scene in Wooster,
did you? Think again. Thanks to
Main StrcetWooster.aprivate, nonprofit organization, many friendly
merchants and generous local residents, downtown Wooster
itself into tinsel town a few
"T
weeks ago.
According to Sandra H11U. project
manager of the Window Wonder--.
land display, "We want to begin
some tradition on the improved
streets" of downtown Wooster.,
"We want people to stroll the
streets and go mto the stores," added .
HulL Main Street Wooster's primary mission is to "revitalize the
g
of Wooster,"
economic
explained Hull.
The planning of the Window
Wonderland project began in August when volunteers contacted
downtown merchants about leasing
animated figures for their windows.
Three short months later, and with
the cooperation of downtown businesses and help of numerous volunteers. 106 trees are lighted. 100 velvet bows are hung, and 30 store
windows are decorated with figures
ranging from Kris Kringle to anything imaginable in the animal kingtrans-form- ed

wen-bein-

--

dom.

The Children's Tree, located

di-

rectly across from Everything
Rubbermaid andnext to Santa's mail
box, is another major attraction of
the downtown displays. Red velvet
bows and angels of all sorts are hung
on the tree by children to help celebrate the season.

i

"

f

-

T

photo by ZACHARYVmLEUX

The CluTdren'aTree is one of the main attractions of the Window
Wonderland decorations in downtown Wooster. This is the first
year for the decorations, which were sponsored by Mala Street
Wooster, an organization dedicated to revitalizing Wooster's
downtown shopping area. The celebrations also include
performances by local church choirs and window decorations in
downtown stores.
To complete this package of
Christmas entertainment, the

Triway Choir wfll be performing
tomorrow from noon to 2 pjn., and
the Grace Bretheran Choir will be
singing next Saturday.Dec. 17,from
noon to 2 p.m.
The tinkering lights and enchant-in- g
music promise to lift you from
the despair of the shopping crunch
time of the next 15 days. If you feel
adventurous awl long to venture off
to the greater Cleveland area for
entertainment, here's a short listing
of other seasonal events happening
this weekend:
Dec 10 The Holiday Spirit,"
vocal
7:30 pjn.,
and piano music by the Spiritual
Gifts Chorus, Drinko Hall, Cleve5.
land State University. Free.
African-Americ-

an

along, 8:30 pjn.. Severance Hall,
11001 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland.

$20to$42.

231-11-

or (800)686-114-

11

Dec 1 1 Canton Symphony

1.

Or-

chestra holiday pops concert, 1:30
pjn. and 4 pjn Umstattd Performing Arts Hail. McKinley High
School, 2323 17th StreetN.W., Canton. $4.50 to $9.
Dec 11 "Akron Zoo's Holiday Lights Celebration," 5:30 pjn.
to 9:30 pjn. Animals on parade at
6:30 pjn., 7:30 pjn. and 8:30 pjn.
white
Special guest: blue-eye452-209-

4.

d,

Bengal tiger. Siberian huskies sledding demonstration. $4; children

and seniors $3.
Now all that's missing is the
snow...
375-255- 0.

687-365-

Dec 10 Cleveland Orchestra

and Chorus performance and sing--

Some information obtained
from The Beacon Journal

Entertainmenttjuide.

Costs
continued from page 6

ner, jokes and frivolity abounded.
These clubs weren't organized formally, and rivalries sprang up that
usually cnlminated at these combined parties.
Members would break out into all
forms of jocularity. "Jim Curry or
Roland Day would dance a clog, or

Among Internet resources available to students are the VAX
(on which all students have an account), Eudora, FTP and Gopher.
Anybody who has questions, concerns or interests in campus
computer systems should Join the SGA computer committee, which
meets every Tuesday at
pjm. outside the SGA office.

(0

rr o:a

v

street corner you bear silver bells,
silver bells, it's Christmas time in

Are you one of the many students on campus who has always
wanted to leant how to use the Internet bat never knew whom to
ask to teach yon?

1-800-PA-

Ditty.

ally be treated without a doctor.
Sufferers should rewarm the frostbitten areas and should refrain from
exposing them to the cold again, or
they may become permanently sensitive and red.
Deep frostbite, on trie otherhand,
requires medical assistance, as it
usually causes permanent tissue
damage. The affected areas of the
body should be handled gently; if
mere will be more than an hour
before treatment, the areas should
beirnmersedm
water, without touching
the sides of the container in which
the water is held.
Hypothermia is the lowering of
the body's temperature to dangerous levels; it, too, necessitates one
to seek medical attention. Symptoms include sluggishness; slow, irregular heartbeat; disorientation;
stiff muscles; sleepiness, and shallow breathing. Likefrostbite,hypo-thermi- a
can be prevented by wearing warm, layered clothing, exercising and eating a balanced diet.
To care for hypothermia victims
until emergency help arrives, wrap
them in blankets. If they are conscious, give them warm food or
drink but never alcohol. Also,
make sure die person is alert enough
to eat or drink; if they are not, this
gesture could cause
them to choke.
Although Wooster has notyet had
to face sncw accumulation this year,
we all know the time is fast

"City sidewalks, busy sidewalks,
dressed in holiday styleAn the air
there's a feeling of ChristmasChildren laughing, people passing, meeting smile after smileand on every

tttUVAWm

cm root mm lONswuMJot

a Low Raw

usually treat it without seeking professional attention. Be sure neither
to warm the area by rubbing it, or
placing it into hot or cold water.
Rather, if the affliction is slight,
warm it by pressing it with a warm
hand, blowing warm air on it or
holding it against the body.
Superficial frostbite, too, can usu-

Compiled with information from
the National Weather Service and
the Ohio Department of Health.

Rd--.

345-762- 5
10CU Of MAWNWDS

By IRENE KAN

lringeven

That certain feeling is in the air
again you know the one: a Christmas tree stands near the Pit, students begin to start thinking about
sledding at Christmas Ron on
Lowry trays, filling Kauke
arch with snow, and "donning their
gay apparel ..."
There's just one slight problem:
although the tree stands in Lowry.
the only sledding anyone is doing is
in the mod on the quad; Kauke arch
is more full of smoke than anything
else, and well, somehow carolers in
shorts don't quite have the same
effect as their bundled counterparts
in any normal winter.
U is for this ieasoo that the Voice

Walkin' in a Window Wonderland'

ap-proiKhing.andkisapproac.-

By JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
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Dad Purmort, always a good deal of
a wag, would declaim The Smack
at School' Or J.V. Stockton, with
feigned tenderness, would sing 'My
Jonny Was a Shoemaker,' till all the
others in mock grief would wipe
their eyes." Arjparentlyagoodtime
was had by alL
So the next time you and yours are
gathered around a table in Lowry or

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!

ENVELOPE STUFFING
$600 - $800 EVERY WEEK

Free Details: SASE to:
International Inc.
137S Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn. NY 11230

Kittredge. remember that you
weren't the first Wooster student to
socialize over a meal.
You may, however, be the first
Wooster student to be charged
for it.

so-m- uch

AU quotations and information
taken from" Wooster of the Middle
West." by Lucy Lilian Notestein.

SPRING BREAK

W

America's 1 Spring
Break Company!

Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona
& Panama! 110 Lowest
Price Guarantee! Organize
15 friends and TRAVEL
FREE! Earn highest commissions! (800)32-TRAVE- L
1

m

J
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The feminization ofArnold: the Terminator goes to term
MOVIE REVIEW

and sweaty,

blood-smear-

of

most
the
Schwarzenegger films, seems to be
a relief to Arnold. Radiating an

By NAT MISSILDINE

nTFprctfdbntC5?mri()iinl adulation
for his unique condition, he appeals

When you've jot a movie hinged
on sock a
concept
as Arnold Scbwsxzcrgers recent
coraecy junior is, it ts uara to
keep from groaning while ensering
the theater. It is baaed oa the same
liifci ilin'iff idea as his ether comedies. The first of these pacifiers
was "Twins" bringing in Arnold as
a twin to Danny Deviso. Then came
"Eadggsrten Cop" with Arnold as
kiadergarien teacher. Now, dzxtc-l-or
ooe-dimeosk-

biceps,

ed

hallmark

oal

more at home having a good cry
with his screen partners than blowing them away. His previous comedies would take the passive Arnold
to a point but before the end of the
film we would see Conan unleash
his sword aod the bad guy receive a
aound bearing from the big galoot
Here Arnold is all sweetness and
light snd be pulls things off looking
as though he is genuinely enjoying
this moCiSed persona. If "Junior"
has done aothing else, credit it with
HMm fjfyflfnpH forwn
SSbduing the
Terrninator aod getting him to like

Iran Rdtman, who has beaded

n

ana seems
think mar the joto is endlessly winy,
is going far a third. But watching
the epitome of snarhismo lumber
aroood in theee wacky ainafiont,
attempting seniithky. has began to
grow tiresome. This time tarrfing
boob oc mese projecis

the subject of male pregnancy, the
lenderizmg cjfAinokl is qokiiy losing its novelty .
The story goes: a new blue
wondadiug called cipecunc capable of producing a child in
concocted
by the always jumpy Danny Devito
here playing a fertility doc tor. The
nivusiry where be and Arnold are
doing the itacauh tensunates da)
uuitky duo's project and kicks them
oat of their lab. A bnmbbng, brainy
scientist played by Emma Thomp-so-n
quickly moves in to take their
place. Devito then decides u steal
an egg from the lab and test the drag
on Arnold. From here the hilarity is
supposed to take off, bat this departure is a bumpy and turbulent ride.
Arnold becomes impregnated and
gradually evolves from the rigid scientist fharartrr he was before taking the drag to the compassionate.
infer-nTeTrwhm(orfati-

it.'

--

'

.'

WMi Arnold baring nch fan, kV
perplezirig wiry the rest of tbenwvie
can remain relatively humorless.
Thompson and Deviio certainrypos-aes- s
the ability to cany the film on
slapstick arxl clever
But
the movie turns itself into a message
d.
fiha and gets itauseatingry
more than partly doe to the
fact that it is txndercift by a pro-lipolitical stance. Devito. suddenly
playing the part of the bad EberaL
decides that his eipcctiiig paitucr
cne-line- rs.

heavy-rmnde-

ra)is

byMATTHSWDGRNAN

--

Arnold's soft side does aim no credit in 'Judor.
warniheartedbeastbeiswitnacnild
nnder the
of his abdomen.
He leaks sfnrimfnfal tears when
viewing a Kodak commercial, eata
with afl the voracity of any pregnant
mother, and has per iodic hormonal
surges caosrnghim to fall head over
heels for Emma Thompson. Thompson, a questionable choice for
this part, can't help but outshine the
others, particularly standing next to
Arnold. Her character is an unmindful klutz, yet Thompson still
carries an the poise and vivacity she
abi-pa-

ck

has brought to her other, ramify
roles. She displays a dm miiig comic
talent. Devito is Ids usual jittery,

amusing self.
Again, as in Arnold's past roles,
an Austrian background is conveniently written in to his character.
We wouldn't want to make him
stretch his linguistic abilities too
much; he might pull someone's arms
off in frustration or at least make
them vote Republican. But a real
surprise comes from Arnold. The
absence of grenades, arranlt rifles

fe

needsprtiyratinnc taking the drug;

thus ending the pregnancy. Arnold
drainai iralty refuses and iays."You
don't urxlerxtand; there's a life inside me."
Ivan Rekman and Arnold are becoming a famously conservative
double team. Rf itifff ty Tfited
"Gbosrbustera," a film in which the
bed guy is an EPA official The film
also appeared on the National Review "Best Conservative Films of
AH Tune" list Although he pleads

ignorant to the implied politics of
his films, he seems to be one of the
few conservatives IcftmHoIrywood,
aside from Schwarzeneggerwho was

last seen campaigning for Repobn-ca- n
Governor Pete Wilson of Calif.
With these two both leaving their
mark on anior," there is not much
room left for humor and whimsy.
The issue of the sanctity of life
continues to show its face, and the
film jlidfS "fO OT imfiftmg pplmi- cal abyss. Arnold reiterates the point
that be must keep his baby, regardless of whether or not be is the
the jots because after an,
it is stin a fife. The film steadily
loses its farcical air as one waits for
a cameo from Pat Robertson to give
the treatment of the life issue an
cor-rectsex-for

eotnuSiastlc

tlhnabs-tVTh-

pouti- -'

e

cat leaning' works agsinsf Arnold's
newly found tenderness which" we
were just beginning to very much
enjoy; he is no longer oafisbly funny
but supposedly to be taken seriously
'
now that he has Jumped onto his
SOBpbOl.

.'

'-

-

1

'

-

X";

-

Fortunately, it doesn't dwell
oo the issue, lost enough to
stop the flow of humor. With a
concept having the high lularity potential that this one holds, it is a
wonder Rejanan can effortlessly
poo--deroo- srv

nhcagtkhls Cia by Cffvlryjit

game mistake was made in both
"Twins" and "Kindergarten Cop",
always gets to
the sugar-coatithick to bear by the end of these
films. It's time he try a new game
plan or get out of the game altogether. Maybe Reitman and
Schwarzenegger would have more
ng

luckriirttungasthe Republican ticket
in96. It worked for Reagan, and it
would sure work better than "Jun-

ior."

Dink, Everclear: Two groups with energy, talent
ALBUM REVIEW- -

they tend not to blow up in your
face; they blow up in your ears. A
mixture of industrial, techno, funk,

By ALLE PARKER

their sound
is light on nonsense snd heavy on
groove. To put it bluntly, these guys
are the bomb.
The beat pulsates under thick,
syrupy bass, guitar, keyboard riffs
and an eclectic collection of samples.
The lyrics are comical, mostly dealing with the worthlessness of the
members lives. Lead vocalist and
guitarist Rob Lightbody describes
the sound this way, 'The music is a
mish-mas-h
of different styles stuck
into one big rubber baJL"
hip-ho-

Dink

Untitled

High school chemistry was
ways a blast. Whenever you did a
lab. the teacher would always tell
you not to mix certain chemicals.
Of course, you always did. no matal-

ter how much the poor teacher
begged you to act like someone who
had the mental capacity to handle
the responsibility of sophomore
chemistry. Sometimes the mixture
would turn out really cool (glow
neon green), and sometimes really
bad things would happen (blow up
and remove all of your hair). Nothing could determine what would
happen; it was an based on chance.
Dink is a lot like high school chem-

istry. Tbeyreaaxsemarnixtureofa
lot of random ingredients. Only

p

and tkatr-nxta- l,

The band's

debut on
Capitol Records is chock full of thii
type of sound. It is amazing to think
that Dink was farmed only four years
ago in Kent, Ohio, and yet they play
so tightly together. They pack
enough energy on one album to put
the Energizer bunny outofbusiness.
self-title-

d

Perhaps the best known cut on the
album is the underground club smash
"Green Mind." Starting off with a
sample that professes the virtues of
the American way, it proceeds to
unleash a
assault of
noise, music and more noise. Most
of Dink's songs are similar to this
one. Just when you think that something caichy is going to happen, it is
destroyed by a musical barrage of
the most pleasing sort Pick "Dink"
up, play k, and go break stuff.
mind-numbi- ng

Everclear

"World of Noise"

RecendyoaVigSiwiputoutan
embarassing issue that sought to
foretell the future of rock music
One of the bands listed was Nirvana. Nirvanal How can you be the
future of rock if you're dead? lean
just see the reunion tour now, com-

plete with the Undertaker, Paul
Bearer and the rest of your favorite

WWF superstars.
very similiar to Bob Mould projects
Another band that was mentioned
like Husker Da and Sugar and rek
was the "new"
sensation
leased their first EP "Nervous and
Green Day. These guys have been Weird-i-n 1993.
making records since they were 16.
Their latest, "World of Noise,"
To me, that is about as far from new was released by Tim Kerr Records
as a Yugo is from luxury. This in January and recently remastered
whole situation wouldn't irritate me and reissued by Capitol Records.
too much ifit wasn't for the fact that The album's title goes a long way
there are so many great bands who toward describing what you'll hear
on it It's a collection of powerful
make records, tour their proverbial
backsides off, put on shows, and get and painful tunes that come across
absolutely no props except from as a genuine slice of life. Lyrics
those of us who actually care to like, "I break every day, stressed out
listen to something a tad more inin every kind of way, I am sick and
spired than Pearl Jam's latest attired of being sick and tired, aU I
tempt to redefine hip. One such need and crave is a loud life with the
power to fade," sum up the message
band is Everclear.
Everclear is a three-pieunit of the entire project.
formed in Portland, Orcein 1992-9"World of Noise" is about life. It
Consisting of formerColorfinger
is loud and real. There are no gimmember Art Alexakis on vocals and micks or catchy
d
twists.
guitar. Craig Montoya on bass and It is raw and powerful because it has
backing vocals, and Greg Ekhmd on too much meaning for most of the
drums, they play cool power pop "alternative" crowd to handle.
pop-pun-

ce

3.

sugar-coate-

a

:

;
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St; ffieorge' provides break from studies
Historically, mummers were
people who, during the holiday season, traveled about in costume performing meaningful or absurd plays
for the local folk.
As this was often the only form of
relief from die hard work andmiser- -,

Jy CLAY DAETWYLER

Amidst the torment of finals, ait;
cone to renew our frustrated
minds. Sunday and Monday eve-nings. the Andrews library Mum- men win present "St George: A
Mummer's Play for Christinas" in
The Andrews Library lobby t9 pan.
Director of Andrews Library
.Damon Hickey said. "I wrote the
'play in 1992. Itis an adaptation of a
traditional English passion play for
shaH

Christmastime.'
The goal of this presentation is to
I provide brief study break during
a
ttu SnttwMM rvr'irui nrinr tn final M.
ams. It will last approximately 10
minutes and will be followed by
refreshments inmeAndrewsRoom.
This UUthjtdyearqfthis tradition
HLtftaJtjbrgrj. xii lo tnaasssu anir
-- iiZhq stsy.ffStffllGS'jiwpo

-

f

v

f

-

-

abk weather of a medieval English

village, this tradition became quite
popular.
Over time, many areas actually
had pore mummers than audience,
and entire household' or villages
wouldbegivenovCTWawidespread
costume party for the night.

-

FRIDAY, DEC 9

Video: "Home Alone 2." The
Nottoubt anyond'who has dealt
Underground, 8 p.m., 50 cents.
'wiihWoosterweadierandlndepen- It's time for all you McCauky
dent Study can relate 'to their need
Cualxin fans to shell out 50 cents
. fon way lathis to release teasion.
photo provided by DAMON HICKEY
t T&9 George xeferred to in the title to see how he gets into all sorts of
mischief in New York.
Damon Hickey is pictured here in the role that he has played for the t is a hero of English folklore. Most
slaying
are
fbr
cornmbii rioted
rf
past threeWrs, father Christmas. The other characters
,:,;iv:;,vw :
;t: ;; dragon, he was considered to be the
play'by'AndiObraiTCT
epittwofknigmly virtnesby many
"HourCowl
It's Snoot a Bcttol Fmo
V $
Mumwriters of the period.
-'
with
the
wassail
employees.
library
Allare Andrews
TWW TM HtSTI
FUMB
r4: vThd dcplojts of heroes such as
men.
Hickey. wboalsodirectstheplay.is
"Tlio Warlrtnc vmirtn nf the George iwere tbeinost common sub- .. Father Clmstmas. ,
c jainanerfra(Aplayr;ringfar
OirismiasMumniOT'rJaysihathave
In the drama, George is caning
to the library during Reading Days
LoOTbtMrwyoMi
mum- .' to study for hisexams," explains the the effect of time. Sr. George usu- - coW reality surrounding the
inAAstudVofoIderbOOlsrevealS
'
nvhanlmaamMnfenemieadrawii
press release..
v
Tamer Christmas tries to inter- from British history and legend. A'. nuy lustrations "and woodcuts of
est him in other campus activities. Turkish knight from the Crusades or
- leptcjented by
Obviously, ahero who never kwt
Bonaparte from theNapcjleonic Wars
Macwoo. ana
Red Pin Special, 9 pjn. 11
a fight, broke a vow. or got cold
mavieolacemeDrasonasGeonces
Rm
culmedieval
in
revered
would
be
himself
pjn. Where else can you find
and the Dragon, whorebukebimfor foe. Sometimes St George
,
day,
this
,
those red pins but at Scot Lanes?
is
stfflto
ture,
enemies
and
and
his
he
Usually
is slain. ,
Li- -,
'em down and win free
Knock
Andrews
in
performance
;The
Doctor.
the
by
life
to
returned
are
Hygeiafiestores
enemies,' but Dc
;
-.
games.
braryonDec.llandl2willbeginat
introthem to life. The play concludes Ordinarily Father Christmas
with, an invitation from Father duces each character and comments 9j)jnAdmission is free. ,--Thus,
we shall go.; V.
,
Christmas to the audience to share on the action of the play"
--

gland in A Woofer context. viw-- .(
According to a recent press release from Hickey, "Stock characters, like Old Father Christmas, St.
George, the Dragon and the Doctor,
have been updated.' "Saint" George
isastudent at the College, played by
Brian Pollack 95. The Dragon be--,
comes the Great Dragon LS- - actu-

.

ally a cow. played by Tanya

Devadason 96. Courtney Young
appears as Doctor Bygei. Also

Ar-Bc-

e;

andDetraHsttrum 96as

the Professor. Deri Farthing 95 is
the voice of MacWoo and S.A. Bee.

!

x--

.

-;

.--

-

sa.

H-nririwthft-

PmfMr

wahujcslaysall.tbese.

:

a-mmn-

.

Choir to join
Ghoir for concert

Gos

cellence that win shine through to- that it wfll be an enjoyable concert,
and she encourages everyone to atnight- Mason also works with mutend. BeU feels that the rehearsals
city
Wooster
the
sic,
groups
in
Fm yourself wiA,thi'spirit of .
". v. '.
V
an apt indication of what is to be
are
S
'a.
:
schools.
through'
therbeautiful
Christm
tonight, men the perforexexpected
soloist,
97,
Howe
Elizabeth
soundsof rbWoosterGcCaioir.
wffl
be outstanding.
mance
started;
Tonight, the Gospel Choir win de- plained how the year had
the purpose of the
expressed
BeU
actheir
light their audience with a wonder- roughly with the kw of
show off their
'concert
to
"not
difGas
rA
inrrr
the
and
ffOTTyni
ful selection of
vocally but to give praise to ;
talents
lots
Through
of
songs.
;
the
cultyof
choral music
The performance offers a wide hard work they have overcome theirv the Lord."
: .
Victor FuWer 9S, soloist, states
variety of gospel music appealing , difficulties.
Mason instilled in the choir
feelthat
overall
the
expressed
Howe
to diverse tastes. The choir win
: members an appreciation of the
Lord,
saying,
"the
choir,
the
ing
of
from
the
ranging
pafbrm tunes
has seen us through all of that and music The songs, when "applied
"Go TeU-I- t on the Moungive a focus for everytain" to a contemporary, original He will be there Friday to help usm internally,"
hopes that, through
con-clife.
Fubler
day
this
According
to
Howe
composition. Ton Don't Have to out."
difference of
unique
the
concert,
the
Lord
the
"praise
to
chance
a
is
Down,"
Worry, He Won't Let You
African-Americspiritual culbyAkronnativeandeducarorWaher and not put anyone on center stage the
everyone
in attentouch
will
ture
except Hun."
exdance.
.
soloist,
97,
Whyte
Manama
Joining the choir for the
Other soloists for tonight's perperformance's opening rWtion, is pressed the choir's opinions of the
include Ronald Craig Jr.
the Wooster High School Concert pieces selected for tonight. The formance
Gisinger 95. Shannon
Michael
95,
Choir. With a total of nine songs, lyrics of the songs all have a story Dodds93.MicheUeVarughese'9S,
the
everyone
in
each differing in style, everyone behind them that
choir can relate to. She hopes the Alana Mussawwir 96, Michelle
should be highly entertained.
Garcia '97. Heather
audience will enjoy and understand
any
The Gospel Choir is open to
'97.
MarkZickfoose
"97
and
stinfrm, faculty member, staff per- that the songs are "about the Lord" Starrett
8:15
at
begin
will
concert
apThe
andhopefully ibe andienceMcan
son or me"ibf of the community.
The public
Under udirectkn of Joyce Mason. preciate what we are trying to give pjn.mMcGawChapeL
share
free
concertto
this
invited
to
is
them.
professor of music, they meet two
season.
the
of
spirit
the
in
soloist,
believes
'97,
AyeshaBdl
ex
resulting
in the
hours per week,
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4108 Burbank
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345-87- 55

The Professional (R)

"

-- --

AIcDownDirtyShame(R)

,

an

Pemgol

12:10. 2:40. 5)5. 7:10, 9:30
The SanU Clause (PG)
12.-02:15. 4:30. 7:15. 9:45
TheWar(PG-13- )
12:40,3:15. 70. 10:10 a
Miracle on 34th St (PG)
1225. 3:00. 525. 7:45. lfcOO
Trapped fat Paradise (PG-11220, 3:10, 7:05, 0
Drop Zone fR)
12:35. 2:55. 5:15, 70. 10:15
Disclosure (R)
12:30,
7:10.
Star Trek: Generations (PG)
12.-02:35, 5:10. 7:40. 1(fc05
The Lion King (G)
.12:45.2:45.4:45

Two Thumbs UH

0,

tra-KT-iri

an

Film: "Sirens." Mateer.70
pjn. and 10 pjn. Rolling Stone
reviewer says this movie "holds
you spellbound! 'Sirens' has a
define allure!" Come see Hugh
Grant, Tara Fizgerald, Sam NeiU
and Elle Macoherson in this ro
mantic comedy. It promises tobe
a great fuck to ease your pre-exanxiety and tension. Don't
forget your dollar.

am

7,10:00

--

Africaa-Aineric-

MMt

r

By SALLY THELEN

ming

A Wondouu.
Romantic Comb!

ooiuist taamrauuu mw

3)

9-.5-

,

95

3.-0-5.

5,

Interview with the Vampire (R)
9:40
12:15,

20,

THXScd

7.-0-0,

SUNDAY,

DEC 11

Theater trio to "The Nut
cracker." Treat yourself to this
holiday classic. It will certainly
voumtheholidaYmooa. Tick
ets are only $13! Purchase them
at the front desk. The bos will
leave at noon and will return by 6
p.m.
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Allegheny dumps injury-riddle-d
Lady Scots 52-3- 9

Aerobics instructor Lambert
garners recognition

Bj LABISA FBICSONS

Heather Lambert 96 is this could have dropped the program
week's WAA Female Athlete of m the begiiming of the year. There
were some weeks when she taught
the Week. IJBnbert.frornSlidell,
La. is the head aerobics instructor twodasses every day,but Heather
Loflin then stated
here at the College. Nan Nichols, persisted-- ."
Wooster's athletic director, says that Lambert is a positive and outgoing woman who made the extra
of Lambert, "Heather is an
dedicated yoong woman. effort tocontinne the aerobics proShe is committed to aerobics, gram at Wooster. even though she
was under no obligation to do so.
which is an integral part of physiLambert has demonstrated her
cal education. She is greatly supportive of our program, and she enthusiasm and ability in the
m aim things work." Last spring,' aerobics program. This year, LamHeather contacted Nichols about bert has proved to be an invaluable
starting a step aerobics program at part to WAA, serving as the
independently organization's secretary.
Wooster.
Please remember to cast your
went through the physical education department and WAA in orvote for WAA's Female Athlete
der to receive funds to begin this of the Week in the boxes located
program.
in the women's lockerroom in the
Dora Loflin 96, Lambert's
PEC. or under the ride board in
rys of her. "Heather Lowry.

MIA PEAR CE
The Lady Scot basketball team
met with Earlham this pest Saturday
at home. The Scots started off a
little riow.lecing Earlham take cco-trearly in the first half. However,
the Scots fought beck sod brought
the score to 30-3- 0 within the last
three mantes. Lisa First 96 had an
incredible first half, scoring 19
points, while Sozy Sipes 96 led the
second half with 8 points. First
ended the fame with 23 points, a
career-hig- h
for her.
Daring the beginning of the second half, the Scots played hard,
quickly building a fire point lead.
Urifortunately, the Quakers did not
give the Scots a chance to retain it.
Adding to the straggle was the loss
of Christy Antle and Jen Miller "95
who both fooled out m the last few
ol

-
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ex-trem- cly

I-am-

bm

co-instruc-

tor,

t

up winning the contest by a score of
64-5-6.

.

al2-pomtlea-

d.

In the second half, the defense
came out strong with First closely
gaardmg their key player. On the
crffrntive end, the Scots pot together
nice rfwriranatifwi plays. Jan
"56 came up win some
good rebounds and scored eight
points. First ended the game as high
scorer with 13 points, i .'
. . TJespite the efforts of the Scots,
the Gators held on strong sod came
i

i

Feierstein wins Week Twelve to
set up a five-wa- y
tie in first
Mackie Feierstein 97 recorded

a 12--4 record in Week Twelve of
the Beat the Experts contest, good
rnongti for a win and three points
in the overall race for the championship of the contest. Wiih two
weeksrfmainingjeicrstein moves
into a five-w- ay
tie wiih Craig Bradley ,93. Rick Fawcett 93, Bob

pfcatt by NEWS SEXVXES

to take a shot in the Lady Scots loss
last Saxarday i

Carrie Beadrkk97
to the Lady Qmaken

away a 52-3-9 victory :
The Scoa wi3 have a long break
over Christmas that will give the
The Lady Scots bow have a 2--4
players a rest. They hope to better
overall record, foe fading an
within the North Coast Aththeir record on Dec 29 when they
will travel to Mount Uruon. The
letic Conference.' "v
Tomorrow, the Lady Scots will Scots win retora to hornetoTimken
travel to ' Springfield for a game'. Gymnasium on Jan, 6, where they
will host the Ohio Wesleyaa Bat-againstdcfmcgNCACOianioO
'
rung Bishops, -Wittenberg.
'j'
."
0-3-re-

cord

"rr

RoAJaandTxkdaSmiih97.

:

of 29 entrants were able
tobeat the experts inWeekTwelve.
Other winners included Fawcett.
Bradley PJ.
TodU Urban
Guerrieri 97, Rodda. David Parsons 96. Jeff Kinat 97.Thn Lake
--

.
.

.

. In alL 24

96, Brian Makowski "96, Peter
Hahn 95. Matt Wagner 95. Alan
Schwartz 95. March Dadzie 96.
Tom Wilson '97. Smith, Jeff
Hamilton 95,ToddSulzbach'97.
Alison Booher 93. Matt Johnson
"97, Cameron Phflpott '95 Jonas
Brier 96, Brian Purvis "93 and
Travis Morgan 98.
The Expert of the Week for
Week Thirteen is John Finn, who
has compiled a 137-9-8 overall
.,.,,.,
.As always, forms can be picked
up in the maQroom and are due
totnorrow at noon.' ' '
-

'

--

.

T"

On Wednesday, the Lady Scots
traveled to MeaviUe, Perm, to take
on Allegheny. Once agatn.the Scots
were with low numbers on the roster. Not playing were Anfle, Ten
TaOman 95 and Patty Tnramg 97.
In the first half, the Scots played
well; hewrvtr, the Gaton sua bu2t

r-.'i.-

fourth

Lady

King and Teale make the preliminary cutfor the NCAA Division III 5vim meet as Wooster wins
By CINDY JARVIS
Racing against the dock. That's
what Debbie King 96 and Peggy
Teale 96 were doiog at the Depanw
InvitarionaL And they beat iL King
andTralr. madf preliminary national
qualifying cut times at the meet.
indiKing qualified in the
d
vidual medley (4:4238). 200 individual medley (2:13.44) and 100
breaststroke (1:09.65), and Teale in
N the 100 bac3atroke(liXX93), a lifetime best time for her.
The women's team finished first
at the meet for the third year in a row
with 689 points. Depanw was second (609). Washington third (5 13 S),
400-yar-

Alma
Wioenberg fourth (436-5-),
fifth (347), Ohio Wesleyaa sixth
(254) and Principia seventh (233).

The Scots placed fourth, beating

rivals

Ohio Wesleyaa

and

Wktenberg. Wabash placed first in
the men's competition with 8473
points. Then came Depanw (561),
Washington (47 1 .5). Wooster (380).
Ohio Wesleyan (301), Wittenberg
(242). Alma (2040),Rose HuDman
(17015) and Principia (16).
King was the only three title winner at this meet. She had first place
finishes in the 400 individual medley, 200 individual medley and 200
breaststroke (233.21). This is her
third year qualifying for nationals.'
said Keah Beckett, head swimming
coach. Tor the rest of the season,
we will concentrate on the national
meet," added Beckett.
Carolyn Knox 97 placed first in
the 200 backstroke and set a new

record (2: 13.73). This time was just
the few tenths of a second off a
national cat time. She also placed
first, and set a sew meet record in
the 1.650 freestyle (18:7,565). "We

were extremely pleased with
Carolyn's swims." commented
"We still feel she will
qualify for nationals before the sea-sis over."
In addition, that was second in the
400 individual medley (4:4&854).
behind King. The Lady Scots swept
this event, an exceQett accomplishment in an invitational, with Jen
Hudson '96 ia third
Hudson was also a finalist in the200
breaststroke and 200 butterfly.
Besides winning the 100 backstroke. Teak set new meet and pool
records in this event. Teale was also
Beckett.

on

).
(5.-02.74-

second in the 200 backstroke" (17:45.78). "Kris'ssivirnswereveTy;
(2:14.96). "Peggy was about a second under the cut time." commented
Beckett. "We were very pleased to
see her qualify" added Beckett.
Carrie Sergi 97 won the 200 butterfly (2:1&21). and achieved second place in both the 100 butterfly
(1:03.62) and the 1,650 freestyle
(18:46.49). Other finalisu included
Kristin Riker 97 in the 500 and

1650freesrykKsrenBnchmueIkr
97 in the 100 and 200 backstrokes,
JenUrbscski98inthelOOa&d200
butterflies, arid HatherGleason'96
and Robin Oswald 97 in the sprint
freestyle eveots
Kris Manr 97 was the highest
placing Soot with second in the 500

freestyte(4.51XJuxl 200 freestyle
(1:48.71). and a third in the 1.650

impressive," said Beckett.' "His
times in the 200 and 500 freestyles ,:
were great in-- a on timet for him.' '
Other notable perfcrmances were
turned in by Dan Parker 98, who
was fourth in the 1650 (17:5058),
fifth in the 500 freestyle (5:05.97).
and fifth in the 200 butterfly. Ben
Chalot 98 was fourth in the 100
butterfly (55.09), fifth in the 100
freestyle (49.87), and sixth m the
200 freestyle (1:504). Vince
Dalchuk 98 was fifth in the 200
backstroke
seventh in the
100 backstroke (59.74V and seventh in the 400 individual medley.
During winter breaks the Scots
and Lady Scots win travel to Fort
Lauderdale, Fla. for their annual
winter training trip.
ar

(2.-08X6-

).

n
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CHEAP FLIGHTS:
'

'

-

'

Fly standby.
It's like camping out for concerts.
' but the people bathe.
.

your tickets in August.

Buy.

That's when airfares are lowest.
Consider reserving a vegetarian meal.

Look into courier flights.

Ask what you'll be delivering. So you
don't end up in a Third World prison.
T.-p-

t

rrrr

-- T-r

'

..

"'

k.

Organize a charter.

jh

Bring your friends. If you have none

classmates and relatives

V

-

will do.

Get a Citibank Classic card.
You'll

get' discounts off domestic

and-internation-

al

flights.
i

irr

-

yuE

bfU nwmltfijn Sit ni (JO
.noon is wonoHKU

,sff J ,W

IfiH biVbCI

csj nu

t .

.

m-.9flhta-

c.ant

I

Pi

-- ar-H

trt ni Lalifw

firv

international

other travel related savngs.
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Scots to host Wittenberg in early season showdown

Wooster gets 19 points from Meech in win over Allegheny to set up matchup forfirst in NCAC

rr

r

By MTJCE HOUSEHOLDER
TlF5gfatirig Scot basketball team
wffl host Wittenberg tomorrow night
ia an early season owdown of tbe
two renaming andr fratfld lotos in
tbe North Coast Athletic Confer- -

-

(

The Titers (3-- 0 overall, 2--0
NCAC) beat the Scott (6-- 1 overall,
3--0
NCAC) in both contests last
win in
year, including a 67-6- 4
Timlea Gymnasium that will fo
down as one of the greatest games
everpiayed on the Wooster campus.
With four seconds remaining and
Woosters
the Scots down 64-4MDce Morgan '94 bit a
to tie the game jod send the
photo by NEWSSERVICES
crowd into a frenzy.
fat
Earifca at
romp
over
5
Saturday's
last
Ioom
a
ban
dives
for
Zerger 95
However, as the buzzer sounded Forward Jason
3-- 0
6--1
Tigers
b aa earfy- Wttteaber
Scots
evemiag,
fact
th
the
Tomorrow
Gymaasiua.
Tbakea
to end the game, Wittenberg's
NCAC showdown.
guard Matt Crod banked
but the Tigers put an end to that talk game), minutes (31-- 5 per game),
er
from the top of the tion by ColUge Sports and seventh
a
performance and is second on tbe team in requickly. A
key to silence the crowd and keep by Dick VUaU's Preview.
Tigers puQ bounding, averaging r!5 per game.
helped
the
by
Robinson
point
The Tigers are led byjunior
the Tigers dream of an undefeated
He u also first ia tbe NCAC in free
Kenyon.
upset
of
leads
Robinson,
the
who
Anthony
guard
turned
oat,
season alive. As it
throw percentage at 95 percent, havThe Scots hope that their
the NCACin assists with an average
Wittenberg ended up 30-- finishing
made 19 of 20 free throws. As if
will
be
philosophy
defensive
ing third at the NCAA Division III of seven a game. Robinson is also
was not enough, Bradley, tbe
Wittenberg
that
avertbe
down
bold
to
able
mscoring.
team
the
second
on
Tournament.
rivalry, aging 13 points per contest. Aaron offense, which leads the NCAC by most valuable player of the Al Van
Ia addition to the
the game has many interesting tide Smith, a 66" junior center, leads averaging 90 points per game. Even Wie Rotary Classic played earlier in
the Tiger offense attack with 16 more impressive is that the Tigers the season, is second in tbe confernotes.
field goals with
give up only an average of 54 points ence in three-poiWooster head coach Steve Moore points per game. The remaining
an average of 23 pet game.
was tbe team captain and point guard
three starters on the team are guard per game, also tops in tbe conferCline is next on the team in scoron the 1974 Tiger squad that won John Burns (10.7 ppg), forward ence. Wooster was the top defenaveraging 14JJ points per game.
season,
ing,
nation
forlast
sive
team
in
the
e
(8
and
ppg.
rbg)
Chris
Cham7
Wolf
the Ohio Athletic Conference
pionship. Moore later returned to ward Matt Balusik 6.7 ppg). so, pickings may prove to be slim He is also tbe team's leading
Springfield to serve as an attistmt Wittenberg is a deep team, usually for theTigers come tomorrow night. rebounder, averaging 6.7 points per
Tocounteract the explosiveTiger game.
playing 10 players throughout each
coach with the Tigers during which
Three other Scott are also averagcontest The main man off the bench offense, the Scots win match up
Wittenberg won four regular season
conference titles, two conference for the Tigers is Scott Schwartz, Rowell Fernandez 97 on Robinson ing in double figures this season.
and Craig Bradley 95 on Bums at They are Meech (12JJ ppg), Zerger
tournament championships and the who averages 10.7 points per conTouma-methe guard positions. At forward, the (11 3 ppg) and guard Lament Paris
test as weU as 53 rebounds.
1977 NCAA Division m
96(11 ppg)
Scott win use Jason Zerger 95 on
very
"Wittenberg
team,
deep
is a
Championship. Also, current
Although tomorrow night's game
Balusik and Doug Cline 95 on
Wittenberg bead coach Bin Brown and a team which does an outstandWolfe. At center. Scott Meech 95 is only tbe eighth of tbe year for the
ing job of rebounding." said Moore.
was the interim coach at Wooster
season.
"Their rebounding may be the best draws tbe assignment of guarding Scott and fourth of the year for the
during the 1982-198-3
Smith. Although Meech is an inch Tigers, some are calling it the game
thing that they da"
This year's Tiger team is yet anshorter than Smith, and Cline is three that could decide who wins the
Tigers
pulled
Wednesday,
On
outstanding
the
line
of
other in a long
a mild upset, defeating Kenyon 0 inches shorter than the 68" Wolfe, NCAC this season. However. Moo--has
basketball teams at Wittenberg Unia different philosophy for his
in Gambier. The Lords were Moore is not worried.
versity. Despite the loss of two
p
match-upositeam.
every
widely-heraldwefl
at
"We
selected preseason number three in
starters, including tbe
"Every game we play is importhe nation by SportsIllustrated, and tion," said Moore.
Croci, the Tigers are still faIndividually for the Scots. Bradtant." said Moore. "We're taking
vorites (along with Kenyon) to win with 15 letterwinners and four startthe NCAC title as well as being ers returning from last season's ley leads the team in scoring with a this season one game at a time." he
15 points average per game. The added.
prominent on the national scene. NCAC Tournament Championship
Tip-o- ff
from the Timken GymnaBradley also leads the
versatile
prewould
run
as
off
they
most
felt
selected
team,
Wittenberg was
the
Fighting Scots in assists (4.8 per sium tomorrow night is at 7:30.
season number five team in tbe na-- with the NCAC crown this season.
1,

three-point- er

near-capaci-

ty

7S-5-

AH-Ameri- can

three-point-

26-poi- nt

man-tom-

2,

an

oo-co-mt

nt

nt

81-7-

ed

J

women's basketball:

Eariham 64 , Wooster 56
Allegheny 52, Wooster 39

A game that looked like a mismatch on paper proved to be anything but that as tbe Fighting Scots
(5--1 overan, 2--0 NCAC coming in)
struggled to topple Allegheny (1-- 5
overan, 0-- 2 NCAC coming in) by a
score of 64-4-7.
and zone
Alternating
defenses and playing a slow, deliberate offensive game, helped (be
Gators to a 22-1- 9 halftime lead over
head coach Steve Moore's sluggish
Wooster team.
"We weren't good early on," said
man-to-m- an

:

"We gave Allegheny confidence by not passing wen and not
Moore.

playing weU offensivdy."
Tbe second half started out much
the same as the first,with Allegheny
slowing down the pace of tbe game
and switching into a zone defense
on occasion in an attempt to confuse
tbe Scot off ense, but with approximately 10 minutes remaining in the
half and the Gators ahead 38-3-3,
Wooster woke ep: Tat Scots
promptly went on a 10-- 0 run over.,
tbe next four mmntra, With
remaining. Scott Meech 95 laid the
ban in on a nice pass from Jeff
Hamilton 95, was fouled, and converted to give the Scots a command4.-0-5

ing

54-4-

3

lead from which they never

looked back.
Individually. Meech led tbe way
with 19 points and eight rebounds.
Guard Craig Bradley 95 returned
to the lineup after missing a game
due to a fractured hand. He added
13 points,- - including three
three-pointe- rs.

.V

--

1'3

--
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r
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"Scott (Meech) played aggressively on both offense and defense
and on the boards," said Moore.
last Saturday, the Scots won their
second NCAC contest by trouncing
"We bad much
Eariham 78-5- 5.
better defensive intensity against
Eariham than we did in the game
against Case a 5 overtime game
two weeks ago." said Moore. "I
saw a lot of good things after going
back over tbe tape."
Forward Jason Zerger 95 led the
way for the Scots with 17 points, six
rebounds and five assists in a winning cause.
70-6-

The upcoming week in Sports:

Last Week's Results:
men's basketball:
Wooster 78, Eariham 55
Wooster 64, Allegheny 47

By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER

swimming and diving:
women 1st at Depauw
men 4th at Depauw

men's basketball:

SatWitt.

(H) 7:30 pm

women's basketball:
SaL

Wittenberg (A) 2 pjn.

swimming and diving:
winter training in Florida

